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ABSTRACT 

NETWORK CODING FOR MULTI-STATE VIDEO TRANSMISSION 

 

 

The goal of this work is to send video packets to all nodes in the network by 

enveloping Multi-State Video Coding (MSVC) at the same time network coding to 

maximize the throughput and video quality. 

 

This work has two main parts: 1) Multi-State Video Coding and 2) Network Coding. 

The main purpose of this work is to maximize not only the video quality but also the 

network throughput. We will use Multi-State Video Coding to achieve robustness 

and we will use network coding to increase throughput over the network. After 

generating the two subsequences using MSVC, we apply network coding to support 

transmission of packets. In this manner, we aim to increase the throughput as well as 

robustness and quality of the video transmission. 

 

Multi-State Video Coding (MSVC) is based on Multiple Description Coding which 

is a kind of video coding technique. Video is split into two or more subsequences 

with MSVC. In our work, we have two subsequences; the first subsequence includes 

even numbered frames, the second subsequence includes odd numbered frames. 

These subsequences are encoded and distributed into packets. Each packet is 

transferred using the same channel or different channels to the receiver. If the 

receiver takes both even and odd frames correctly, it decodes packet to create frames. 

If any frame is lost, the receiver may reconstruct lost frame from previous and next 
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frames of the different subsequences. This situation is referred to as state recovery of 

MSVC. 

 

We use network coding to send each packet in substreams generated via MSVC. In 

our work, we apply two network coding algorithms to send packets. The first 

Coding for . It provides delivered video to 

recipient with best and high video quality. For this, it chooses the first active packet 

from the queue and combine active packet with other packet to create candidate 

network code according to some criteria. Before encoding, algorithm calculates the 

improvement for each candidate network code. Then, the maximum improvement 

Coding for Video: looking into the queue similar to NCV in 

creating packets. But it not only looks the first active packet of the queue but also 

looks the other active packet in the queue to create candidate code. NCVD chooses 

the video packet which is satisfies the high video quality. 

 

Packets are delivered to all nodes in the network via network coding algorithm. 

Received packets are decoded by target nodes. If there is any packet for that receiver 

in decoded packet, the primary packet is received successfully. If there are other 

packets which are not belongs to receiver, the receiver also stores this packet. Before 

sending any packets, the intermediate node takes this packets information from all 

nodes in network through the intermediate node is always in information exchange 

via all nodes in network. The intermediate node uses this packet to find which 

candidate code provides the highest video quality. The intermediate node determines 

the packet that decoded more node to obtain own frame. 

 

We tested our system in different network scenarios. First of all, we create the 

network that the system will work on it. There are intermediate node and more than 

one node that interact with intermediate node in network. Intermediate node starts 

listening to ensure all nodes in the network communicate with each other. Nodes 

send frames information of the previous transfer to intermediate node before starting 

video transfer. After taking all buffer information of the nodes, intermediate node 

sends packet that is generated according to the structure of the algorithm to all nodes 

on network. 
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Created in different scenarios, the first active packet that is sending by intermediate 

node, is received successfully in both algorithm (1) Network Coding for Video 

(NCV), (2) Network Coding for Video: looking into the queue in depth (NCVD). We 

encountered with the communication cuts off between intermediate node and other 

node and the receiver does not reach the own frame because the packet is sent before 

the end the previous packet. In such case frame is not received to target, the lost 

frame generated with state recovery of MSVC technique and the interruption is not 

recognized by receiver. 
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